
Think about the first 
day you worked 

at your current job. For 
most of us, what now 
seems routine began as 
a whirlwind of unfamiliar 
coworkers, procedures, 
and responsibilities.

New jobs are always an 
adjustment. Starting 
a job in the middle of 
a pandemic, however, 
brings with it a unique 
set of challenges. That’s 
what Hannah Waterman 
faced when she started 
her new career with 
SurveyMonkey as a Senior 
Customer Engagement 
Representative.

For Hannah, getting 
acclimated to her new 
role also meant finding 
a suitable workspace. 
With two people working 
from home and only one 
desk available, there 
was a glaring need for a 
furniture upgrade.

“It was very 
patchwork-y at the 
beginning,” Hannah said. 
“We built one office in 
the garage until it got 
too cold. Someone had 
to be at the kitchen 
table or on the couch.”

Luckily, SurveyMonkey 
was willing to cover the 
cost of a new desk and 

chair set for its remote 
employees. Waterman 
knew of Bush Business 
Furniture through a 
relative who worked at 
the company and began 
shopping with an idea of 
what she wanted for her 
new home office.

In the end, she settled 
on a Move 40 Electric 
Height Adjustable 
Standing Desk and an 
Archive Mid Back Ribbed 
Leather Office Chair. Bush 
Business Furniture’s most 
affordable electric desk 
gives users the ability 
to change positions 
throughout the day with 
just the push of a button.

“I knew I wanted a 
standing desk but 
wasn’t sure I could 
afford one,” she said. 
“I looked at the risers 
that sit on top of the 
desk, but having the 
desk itself be adjustable 
is much sleeker. The 
desk and chair are in 
our bedroom space, 
so it helps that it’s a 
nice looking piece of 
furniture. The fact that 
there isn’t a clunky item 
on top makes it much 
better.”

The Move 40 Series gave 
Hannah the ability to 
choose from 48 inch, 60 
inch and 72 inch desk 
models and several 
attractive finish options to 
find the perfect solution 
for her living space.

Just as important as 
her new sit-to-stand 
desk was the addition 
of a commercial quality 
office chair – a big 
improvement over 
the makeshift wooden 
kitchen chair and pillow 
combination.

“Having two places that 
are comfortable to work 
has been awesome,” 
she said. “I definitely 
love the new desk and 
chair. I would absolutely 
choose Bush again.”
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